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Diversity Conference opens up dialogue

Celeste Hall
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

As a “starting point for dialogue,” Lawrence University’s
Committee
on
Diversity
Affairs (CODA) held a Diversity
Conference in the Somerset
room last Saturday. The Diversity
Conference was organized by a
multitude of Lawrence diversity
groups, with CODA at the head.
The Conference consisted of a presentation by a guest speaker, followed by small group discussions.
CODA board member and
junior Rebecca Bernheimer commenced the meeting by introducing Jaime Gonzalez ‘16, a Lawrence
graduate and the current assistant
director at St. Norbert College’s
Cassandra Voss Center (CVC).
According to their school website,
the CVC “focuses on transformation through initiatives related to
race, class, gender and identity.”
“For many of our students,”
said Gonzalez, “this is the first
time they are being exposed to
these topics, so for the CVC it’s
about providing them with the
tools to be able to continue the
discussion.” He went on to say that
the CVC is open to everyone, not
just St. Norbert students.
On Saturday, Gonzalez spoke
about creating a “culture of dialogue” on campus and in our communities. For Gonzalez, it’s about
identifying what does or doesn’t
enable us to engage in genuine
conversation with each other, to
talk about difficult topics such as

In small groups, Lawrence community members discussed how to deal with micro-aggressions.
Photo by Marieke de Koker

discrimination in our societies.
He drew upon findings in
neuroscience which shows that
when we interact with one another, social behavior tends to minimize threat and maximize reward.
This is the “Approach and Avoid”
technique. Gonzalez argued that

this makes things like microaggressions go unaddressed in
our everyday lives.
Micro-aggressions are a
“brief indignity, intentional or
unintentional.” For example, commenting on someone’s race could
be a micro-aggression. Gonzalez

explained that while these “brief
indignities” are certainly not the
most extreme examples of discrimination, they can still cause
harm. Social expectations inhibit
problem solving, as people decide
to sweep things under the rug
instead of confronting them. This
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Sophomores Miriam Thew Forrester and Elizabeth Bridgwater engaged in conversation at the group discussion portion of the conference.
Photo by Marieke de Koker
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only compounds the issue, allowing people to generalize more and
take less risks.
Afterwards, Bernheimer led
the congregation of faculty, students and other Lawrence community members in a conversation
to outline discussion guidelines
for the small groups. The audience came up with suggestions
such as “discussing the issue, not
the person,” “I statements,” and
“respecting confidentiality.” Then,
a facilitator at each of the tables
set up in Somerset for the event
led each group through several
scenarios. Individuals were asked
to consider how they should act in
situations where either they, or a
classmate, friend or acquaintance
might be experiencing microaggressions.
The conference included
another talk on academic freedom and trigger warnings, to add
more scenarios to another round
of small group discussions. Finally,
the event ended with a return
to Gonzalez’s message on how
the community can create more
opportunities for dialogue on difficult issues.
Bernheimer said, “These are
scenarios inspired by things that
have actually happened on campus. We want to figure out things
like how someone might intervene, and who is the best person
to do that. It’s important to know
how we can work together to
address those issues, because we
all probably have the same goals.”
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Discussion of transgender women in sports
Zoe Adler
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Assistant
Professor
of
Philosophy at the College of
Charleston Rachel McKinnon,
Ph.D. specializes in epistemology, the philosophy of language
and trans studies. On Friday,
Jan. 19, she presented her talk
titled “Including Trans Athletes
in Sports.”
In addition to her numerous
accolades in academia, McKinnon
is also a competitive cyclist and
the co-founder, president and
chairwoman of the non-profit
Foxy Moxy Racing. According to
the website, her organization’s
mission is to promote “trans and
gender non-conforming inclusive sport through positive and
unapologetic visibility in competitive cycling.”
In her talk, McKinnon
addressed the debate over endogenous—or naturally produced—
testosterone in female-identi-

fying athletes. Through legal,
ethical and statistical arguments,
she explained how capping the
amount of endogenous testosterone a female-identifying athlete
can have in her body is unfair, and
therefore should not be allowed.
She began with the case of
Olympic athlete Dutee Chand,
an intersex woman runner from
India who had a high amount of
endogenous testosterone. Chand’s
country banned her from running
competitively unless she had the
source of testosterone removed
from her body or unless she took
hormone suppressants. So, Chand
took her case to the Court of
Arbitration for Sport (CAS), which
is essentially the ‘Supreme Court
for Sports.’
Because her country was
discriminating based on a physical trait, which is against certain
international human rights laws,
Chand won the case and was able
to complete as a female runner.

While the CAS’s ruling was a
win for trans athletes, it was not
a end-all-be-all, because CAS rulings do not set precedent.
This is why, for future situations, McKinnon argued that
the
International
Olympic
Committee’s (IOC) charter itself
could be used to justify the participation of trans athletes, even
with high levels of endogenous
testosterone.
“In the IOC charter, sport participation is a human right. It is
really clear,” McKinnon explained.
Because sports participation
is considered a human right, that
leads to problems when there are
endogenous testosterone limits.
The problem stems from another
rule set out by the IOC charter:
there are only two categories for

Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

________________________

To explain how physics can
be used in medicine, the Physics
Colloquium lecture on medical
physics was given by Professor of
Medical Physics at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison Ronald
Wakai, Ph.D. in Youngchild Hall
115 on Wednesday, Jan. 17 at 4:30
p.m.
Medical physics is related to
biophysics, health physics and biomedical engineering, but is also its
own distinct category of physics,
explained Wakai. Biophysics is the
study of biomolecular function,
while health physics works with
radiation safety and biomedical
engineering applies engineering
to medicine by making things
like pacemakers. Medical physics, however, is the “application
of physics to the practice of medicine” explained Wakai. Radiation
therapy and medical imaging
are main applications of medical
physics.
Medical imaging consists of
several different types of imaging which each produce slightly
different results. X-ray imaging
was one of the first forms of internal imaging used in medicine. An
extension of x-ray imaging is fluo-

World
Liberia
Former international football
player George Weah was sworn
in as the twenty-fourth president of Liberia on Monday, Jan.
22. Weah was elected president
in December 2017 and his election will be Liberia’s first transition between democraticallyelected leaders since 1944. In
Weah’s inauguration speech he
said he would not offer “quick
fixes” but rather he will be
aiming for a steady progress
towards Liberia’s goals. His biggest priorities for the country
include the fighting of corruption as well as paying civil servants a “living wage.”

roscopy, which creates real time
moving images of the interior of
the body, which “spawned this
huge area of interventional cardiology” stated Wakai.
Imaging was revolutionized
by computed tomography which
captures slices of the body by having an x-ray source rotate around
the body. Nuclear medicine imaging includes two other types of
tomography:
simple-photon
emission tomography (SPECT)
and positron-emission tomography (PET). PET uses coincidence
imaging which gives it better spatial resolution.
“The most versatile” form
of imaging, stated Wakai, is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Another commonly used form of
imaging is ultrasound imaging.
Ultrasound is used often because
it has many advantages, such as
being both cheap and safe.
Radiation therapy is an area
that frequently uses medical physics and employs many medical
physicists. Around 60 percent
of cancer patients receive radiation treatment. Many also receive
chemotherapy, which is an active
area of research for many medical physicists. Radiation therapy
has many advantages in cancer
treatment, such is that it is noninvasive, can be directed at specific
tumors and also has no tolerance

News

Compiled by Dannielle Konz
England
Electricians are finding fascinating things as Buckingham Palace
is undergoing a ten-year electrical update. Workers have been
discovering hidden pieces of history as they replace the wiring all
over the 775-room building, such
as pieces of newspaper published
during Queen Victoria’s reign 130
years ago as well as vintage cigarette packets. The royal family
has been sharing the findings on
social media and more historical
tidbits are bound to be unearthed
as the decade-long project continues.

endogenous testosterone above
or below average in the top three
competitors in each sport was
measured. There was surprisingly no link between endogenous
testosterone and performance
in sports. Therefore, explained
McKinnon, it is unfair to exclude
athletes with high levels of endogenous testosterone.
McKinnon concluded that
capping the amount of endogenous testosterone allowed
in women to compete is unfair,
immoral and against the IOC charter. It targets transwomen, an
already disproportionately disadvantaged group. In barring transwomen from competing in sports,
these women are being deprived
of a human right.

UW–Madison professor lectures on
medicine and physics

BIG PICTURE small space

The Founder’s Day celebration was
held in Warch this past weekend in
the Mead Witter Room to celebrate
Lawrence’s 171st birthday. The
event included food, live music and
giveaways.
Photo by Sara Nocton

competition, male and female.
McKinnon explained how if
there is a limit for female athletes,
then those athletes who have
more endogenous testosterone
than allowed could not compete
at all. These women would then
be barred from any participation
in sport and therefore deprived
of what the IOC views as a human
right.
However, many people argue
that athletes with hyperandrogenism have a leg-up against their
“normal” competitors. This seems
obvious because on average, male
athletes have a 10 to 12 percent
advantage over female athletes,
but it turns out testosterone is not
the reason behind it.
In a study conducted by the
opponents to Chand, percent of

Belgium
A Roman Catholic deacon who has
been accused of killing at least
10 elderly patients, including his
own mother, has gone on trial as
of Monday, Jan. 22. The former
deacon and nurse, Ivo Poppe, was
suspected of killing by injecting
air into his victims’ blood, causing a fatal embolism. The murders were said to be committed
both when he was working in a
clinic as well as when he was in a
pastoral role. Poppe, nicknamed
the “Deacon of Death,” denies the
charges against him.

Philippines
Over 27,000 people have been
evacuated from the Philippines as
the eruption of Mayon Volcano
may be imminent. The Philippine
Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology (PHIVOLCS) raised
the alert level from three to
four last week when the country’s most active volcano showed
increasing seismic activity, lava
flow and summit explosions. The
public has been advised to stay
clear of the danger zone which
covers a five-mile radius from the
volcano summit.

effects. Having no tolerance effects
means that radiation therapy is
very effective on tumors but has
little effect on normal cells. There
are also relatively few side effects
of radiation therapy.
Wakai also discussed the
role of clinical medical physicists.
Many work in radiation therapy doing things such as treatment planning and dosimetry.
Diagnostic imaging is one of the
other main areas clinical medical
physicists go into since the imaging machines require a medical
physicist to make sure that they
are functioning properly.
Wakai works mostly on
using biomagnetism to detect epileptic spikes and he also works
with cardiac electrical signals to
detect fetal arrhythmia. Since fetal
arrhythmia is a very rare condition, he works mostly in trying to
accurately diagnose it.
The University of WisconsinMadison has one of the oldest and
largest medical physics programs,
since it was accredited in 1988
and produces 15 to 20 percent of
all medical physics Ph.Ds. Wakai
spoke about this program since
he also works in admitting students to the Medical Physics Ph.D.
program there, and encouraged
students who might be interested
to apply.

Australia
As of Monday, Jan. 22, the
Australian government has
announced a $48 million plan
to aid the health of the Great
Barrier Reef. In 2016 to 2017
the reef suffered coral bleaching due to warmer ocean temperatures, damage from crownof-thorns starfish and cyclones.
The new plan will include
spending on restoring vegetation to offset erosion, increasing culling vessels to get rid
of the crown-of-thorns starfish,
developing ways to make coral
more resilient and employing more field officers to warn
about bleaching. The plan is
part of a commitment by the
government to spend $2 billion
(1.6 billion USD) on improving
the reef over the next ten years.
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“First Witness”
Article courtesy of Karina Barajas of Creative
Writing Club

MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

“I swear to heavens! How
many times do I have to ask you
kids to get off my lawn?”
“Ms. Fitzgerald, calm down!
I was only trying to ask you questions. Legit questions.” Junior
Detective Fendson yelped trying
to dodge the cane coming toward
him.
“Okay, if you want to know
what happened, I’ll tell you the
truth and nothing but the truth.”
“Can we go in and sit
down, ma’am?” asked Detective
Fredrickson.
“What’s wrong with standing
out here on the porch, boy? If my
weak old legs can do it, then you
young men can stand!”
Both detectives proceeded to
sit down on the grass anyway. Ms.
Fitzgerald proceeded to tell them
that she witnessed, with her very
own eyes, Phell sauntering down
the road. He got electrocuted by
her lawn security.
“Why do you have lawn
security?” inquired Detective
Fredrickson.
“Because I despise children,
and it’s the only way to keep them
from causing shenanigans on my
lawn. It keeps out the little critters, too, from chewing on my
topiaries!”
“Ma’am, is that even legal?”
asked Detective Fendson.
“Young man, you should
know I have been a cop for thirtyfive years. I think the law is in my
favor.”
The detectives exchanged
glances. “What happened next?”
asked Detective Fredrickson.
“I remember he was slurring
and walking funny as if he was
high on something. I don’t know

what, but he definitely looked
a shade of green.”“Ah ha! That’s
most likely because he drank rat
poison!” yelled Detective Fendson.
Ms. Fitzgerald and Detective
Fredrickson exchanged quizzical glances. Ms. Fitzgerald
prepared to swing her cane at
poor Detective Fendson before
Detective Fredrickson came to the
rescue.
“Well, we don’t really know
for sure it was rat poison, but
based on the evidence it’s still
a viable possibility,” he quickly
covered.
“As I was saying, this strange
man ambled onto the road and
got hit by an ice cream truck. The
strange thing was, when the car
passed, I could not see his body.
I think he was carried off with
the car.”
“Were you able to get the
license plate, ma’am?”
“I’m afraid not, the truck was
going too fast. It almost swiveled
out of control. Those young whippersnappers don’t know how to
drive around here!”
“Can you show us the spot
where you witnessed Phell being
dragged away by the vehicle?”
“Oh, alright. Just let me get
me wheel chair.”
The unlikely trio walked
to the middle of the road. Mrs.
Fitzgerald pointed to the intersection. The detectives searched for
any signs of a man being dragged
off, but they couldn’t find any evidence of blood or questionable
stains.
“You wouldn’t happen to
know the driver of this ice cream
truck?” Detective Fendson joked.
“Yes, I do. His name is Bob.

No one knows his real name. He
looks like a Bob. He is the only
driver of this ice cream truck. It’s
called Licks on Lock Lane,” Ms.
Fitzgerald stated with conviction.
Detective Fredrickson took
notes. “Nice work, Mr. Fendson.
Ma’am, do you know where Bob
lives by any chance?”
“Okay, you don’t have to call
me ma’am all the darn time! Bob
is my neighbor, actually. Well, his
mother is my neighbor, but Bob
still lives with her. She is running
errands right now, but the boy
should be home soon.”
“Well, thank you for your
time M-Ms. Fitzgerald.”
“Finally, this is over! Now
scram!”
The detectives bolted from
the house as fast as they could,
fearing they would be electrocuted next. When they were a good
proximity away, they decided to
review their notes.
“Let’s see here,” said Detective
Fredrickson. The lucky guy, Phell,
supposedly drank rat poison, got
electrocuted, and got dragged by
a car. Something’s not adding up.
How can one man be so unlucky?”
“Well, that woman was a little
off her rocker. Did you see how
she kept aiming for my head with
her cane? Maybe we will have better luck with this Bob character.”
The two detectives knocked
on the door.
“What do you want?” a teenage boy’s voice answered.
“Are you Bob?”
“Y-yes”
“Well, Bob, we can do this the
easy way or the hard way.”

The LU Skew
ByClaireZimmerman

By Madeira Seaman

Fly on the Wall
“The Message”

Tia Colbert

Staff Writer
________________________________

Sometimes there are things in the universe that
are Not Right. They are subtle. Always subtle. Always
the thing you don’t expect. Couldn’t expect. The one
thing it couldn’t have been until it could not have ever
been anything else. So run, look, search. Rip everything apart. Your room, your house, your car, yourself.
You won’t find it. I’m sorry, you won’t. It will sneak

upon you, at your most vulnerable and quietest hour.
Because it is patient, and it is curious. The most dangerous combination in this iteration of the universe.
You will never see it coming until you realize there
could have been no other way. Be on the lookout, if
you like. Take up arms. Rally your loved ones, gather
your comrades. The time is nearly upon us.
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Should Patriots and dynasty be in the same sentence?
Tyrone Stallworth
Staff Writer

____________________________________

This past weekend’s National
Football League (NFL) playoff
games were great. Unfortunately,
both of the teams I wanted to
win, the Jacksonville Jaguars and
the Minnesota Vikings, lost. The
Jacksonville Jaguars versus the
New England Patriots game disturbed me the most. The reason
for this was because the Jaguars
were winning the game early and
had all of the momentum until
suddenly, after a questionable
call that favored the Patriots, all
of the Jaguars’ momentum was
lost. I remember while watching
the game go from wishing the
Patriots don’t come back to win,
to stating “Tom Brady is going to

win this game.”, and then being
sad because Brady won the game.
Looking back at the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Football Championship, I
also had the same feelings toward
the Alabama Crimson Tide. Both
the Patriots and the Crimson Tide
have one thing in common, and
that is that they are both football
dynasties.
The New England Patriots
have won 5 championships with
Brady as their quarterback and
they are looking for their sixth
this year. The Alabama Crimson
Tide achieved an overall official
record of 127-20 (.864) 14 bowl
game appearances with 10 victories, a share of 5 Southeastern
Conference
(SEC)
Western
Division titles, 5 SEC champion-

ships and 5 national championships under head coach at the
University of Alabama Nick Saban.
Teams that constantly win games
and championships during a period of time are called dynasties.
If your team is a dynasty, you
are always happy and nothing can
ruin your day. If you are not a fan
of a dynasty, you have two routes
to take: you can either take the
“If you can’t beat them join them”
route, or you can be salty and hate
the dynasty. I usually fall in the
group who chooses the latter.
To become a dynasty is every
sport’s team goal but a feat only a
few teams have actually achieved.
What does it take for teams to
become dynasties? I think that
a team’s front office has a huge
part in becoming a dynasty. The

front office makes all of the decisions that could lead to their team
becoming a dynasty. These decisions include who the coach will
be and what players the team
should draft or acquire. All dynasties therefore have a good coach
and good players. Comprising a
team of good players does not
automatically mean that the team
will be a dynasty however: ask
the 2012 Los Angeles Lakers. The
team has to have good chemistry,
meaning the team needs a superstar or two, veteran players and
capable role players.
When thinking about what
it takes to make a dynasty, don’t
underestimate how important
luck and culture are to this equation. It was pure luck that the
Chicago Bulls were able to draft

Michael Jordan second overall in
the draft. Who knows, the Bulls
could have picked Charles Barkley
and not won 6 championships
in 8 years. To the same point,
there is no way anyone could have
known that Brady would have
been a legend. Also, dynasties
win and win often because they
have made winning part of their
culture. Jordan and Brady demand
their teammates to always give
100 percent whether it is during
practice or a game. Teams who
tank to get better talent often lose
for years because they are used to
losing. It also doesn’t hurt to have
a great fan base to play your heart
out for if you are a dynasty.

The road to the Men’s hockey splits home games
conference meet
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Teddy Kortenhoff
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last Saturday, Lawrence’s
swim team traveled to UW
-Whitewater
for
the
UWWhitewater Double Dual against
Whitewater and Lake Forest
College. As one of the Vikings’
final few meets before the conference championships, the meet
was an important test of where
the team stacks up against their
competition.
The meet saw a number of
exemplary performances by
Lawrence athletes in a number
of events. On the women’s side,
Lawrence saw two champions
crowned. Freshman Erin Lengel
won the 50 yard freestyle with a
time of 25.85 seconds, and senior
Eryn Blagg won the 100 yard freestyle in 57.48 seconds. To add to
her 50 free win, Lengel took second place in the 100 yard butterfly. Strong showings by juniors
Lizzy Garcia-Creighton and Emmi
Zheng bolstered the women’s
team score. Garcia took third
in the 100 yard freestyle, while
Zheng came home with third

place in both the 100 and 200
yard breaststroke.
The men’s team also had
its share of strong showings.
Freshman Anton Hutchingson
led the pack with a victory in
the 1,000 yard freestyle with a
time of 10:20.1. Freshman Charlie
Phillips also had a strong showing
in the mixed 500 yard freestyle,
taking fourth place overall in a
time of 5:14.65.
Despite having strong individual performances, the Vikings did
not fare well in the team competition. On the women’s side, the
Vikings fell against Whitewater
with a score of 157-64. Against
Lake Forest the Lady Vikes fared
better, but were still bested to the
tune of 116-102. The Lawrence
men were beaten 164-41 by
UW-Whitewater and 159-60 by
Lake Forest.
This Saturday, the Wisconsin
Private College Championships in
Kenosha, Wisc. offer one chance
for the Vikings to improve on
their current placement. After this
final showing, the Vikings travel
to Grinnell for the 2018 Midwest
Conference Championships.

The Lawrence University
hockey team was back in action
this past weekend playing host
to a couple of conference foes at
the Appleton Family Ice Center.
Friday night, the Vikings took on
the Aurora University Spartans
(4-9-4, 3-6-1 NCHA) and Saturday
they faced off against the Lake
Forest College Foresters (10-8-0,
7-4-0 NCHA).
Lawrence wasted little time
getting the scoring started on
Friday against Aurora as senior
Mikkel Joehnk found the back of
the net on a power play 3:17 into
the opening period to give the
Vikings a 1-0 lead. Junior Josh
Koepplinger and senior Austin
Frank contributed assists on the
play. However, Aurora responded
with a goal of their own at the
5:26 mark in the first period and
they had a 2-1 lead over Lawrence
at the end of the first period as
they scored again at the 17:05
mark. In the second, the Vikings
scored the only goal. It was only
1:48 into the period off the stick
of senior Luke McDiarmid. He
was assisted by sophomores Evan
Ketner and Matt Beranek.

The game entered the third
period knotted at 2. Aurora started the scoring in the third period with a goal at the 5:44 mark.
Ten seconds later Joehnk added
his second power-play goal of the
game to tie the game again at 3.
Senior Lane King and Frank had
assists on the play. About halfway through the final period, at
the 9:27 mark, Aurora scored a
power-play goal of their own to
take the lead 4-3. However, the
Vikings would have the final say
in the game scoring two more
goals to win 5-4. The first of these
final two goals was scored by
Koepplinger, with assists by King
and freshman Matt Meininger at
the 14:26 mark. Just over a minute
later, at the 15:35, sophomore Jake
Drinkard scored the final goal of
the game. Freshmen Zach Briscoe
and Danny Toycen tacked on two
more assists for the Vikings.
Lawrence took 36 shots in the
game and went two for two on
power play chances. Sophomore
Evan Cline played all 60 minutes
in goal and had 22 saves in the
game.
On Saturday, the game did not
go the Viking’s way. Lake Forest
scored the first period’s only goal
at the 6:16 mark to take a 1-0 lead.
Lawrence responded right at the

beginning of the second, knotting
the score a 1 on a goal by King at
the 17 second mark. Lake Forest
would score five more goals, one
in the second period and four in
the third period, two win the game
6-1. Cline played the entire game
in goal and made 31 saves in the
losing effort. Lawrence went zero
for three on power play chances
and took 34 shots in the game.
With the win and loss this
weekend the Viking’s record sits
at 8-10-1 and 6-6-0 in the NCHA.
They currently are tied for third
in the North Division. The team
is back in action this upcoming
weekend as they host another
pair of conference games at home.
They will play St. Scholastica at
7 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 26th and
Northland on Saturday, Jan. 27th
at 4 p.m. Both games will be at the
Appleton Family Ice Center. The
Vikings hope to better their conference standings with the hopes
of making the playoffs this season.

Sports in photos: Basketball double victories
On Saturday, Jan. 20, both the men’s
and women’s basketball teams emerged
victorious in their home games in
Alexander Gym.
(Left)
Freshman
Bryce
Denham
attacks the rim on a powerful drive. In
a win against Beloit, Denham played 30
minutes and scored 11 points shooting 57.1% from the field, along with 3
rebounds and 1 assist.
(Right) Coming off a pick and roll,
Freshman Erin Hill is attacking the
basket. In 34 minutes of action, Hill
produced an impressive 11 points, 8
rebounds, 3 assists, 1 steal and 1 block
against Beloit.
Photos by Caroline Garrow
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Athlete of the Week
Leah Reeves
By Shane Farrell

STANDINGS

This week I had the pleasure talking with junior Leah Reeves, a member
of the women’s basketball team. In the last couple of weeks, Reeves has
been an instrumental piece in the team’s last three wins in six games.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Ripon
8-1
11-5
Cornell
7-2
10-5
Knox
6-2
11-5
Lake Forest
6-4
8-9
Grinnell
4-5
7-7
Illinois
3-5
4-12
Lawrence
3-6
5-12
Monmouth
2-7
5-11
Beloit
1-8
3-13
St. Norbert
0-0
5-3

Shane Farrell: How does it feel not only to beat a conference rival
[Beloit College] but to also play well yourself?
Leah Reeves: It is truly a great feeling. Words cannot describe how
exciting it is to be able to beat teams that we have lost to for years.
It is amazing to finally see the results of what we have been working
toward for so long.
SF: Tell me about the team attitude and morale with only nine games
left.
LR: We are thrilled with the improvement we have made this season,
but we are driven for more. We are looking forward to making a statement in conference with our last games. This year is only the beginning,
and we plan on proving that with our last nine games.
SF: Last year, you were the only true post player. How has the transition been adding [freshman] Kenya [Earl] and [sophomore] Shonell
[Benjamin] into the mix?
LR: The transition has been incredibly smooth. Both [Earl and
Benjamin] are great players and teammates. I could not have asked for
a better pair of players to join the post position.
SF: Have you felt like you’ve been able to be a mentor for them at that
position?
LR: I think I’ve been able to provide guidance when necessary. They are
two naturally-talented players, and they are quick-learners on their
own. They have not required much help, but I have been able to give
tips as needed.
SF: Your playing style since freshman year has seemed to evolve. You’re
more aggressive and have been getting the ball more. What do you
work on in practice to hone in on your skills?
LR: An important aspect of playing well in basketball is being able to
respond to your defender. I generally practice reading my defender and
making the best decision based off of what they are doing. Sometimes

Extreme Ironing
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Do you ever get tired of doing
your laundry? Is it too boring?
Do you like extremely challenging and dangerous tasks? Look
no further, the solution you seek
is called Extreme Ironing. It is a
sport that started around twelve
years ago in the United Kingdom.
The objective is to pick an activity such as mountain climbing,
however, there is no limit. For
example, some people chose to do
it while skydiving, or attached to
a taxi, even underwater! The level
of extremeness is up to you. Here’s
the catch though, the iron MUST
be hot! Where will you plug it in?
How will the iron work underwater? These are just a few of the
multitude of questions, to which
the person doing the sport has to
figure out a solution. This sport
not only pushes your physical limits, but helps you to refine and
further develop your multitasking
abilities. The items in which you
will need to accomplish this task

Like us on
Facebook!

include: an iron, ironing board and
a few articles of clothing which
you will then take to the destination of your choosing. What makes
extreme ironing so unique and
different from the other sports is
that it takes something fun and
boring and combines it together
to make the activity even more
enjoyable because of the level of
difficulty to complete the task at
hand. Now before you decide to
parachute out of a plane with a
hot iron in one hand and a board
with your clothes in the other, it is
recommended that you first start
in your own backyard. It can be
as simple as ironing as you swing
or ironing on your roof! Keep in
mind that depending upon how
extreme you go, the cost of equipment will vary. Since the sport
has surfaced it has continued
to spread and become popular.
It is now practiced in Germany,
Australia and Japan. Will the U.S.
be next? Are you up for the challenge? How far are you willing to
go to iron your clothing?

Photo by Emei Thompson

it is a certain post move, or it is looking to kick the ball out to one
of my teammates. Working on that in practice makes the game-time
decisions easier and allows me to cut down on mistakes I make during
games.
SF: You’ll be the only senior next season. What mentality do you want
to bring with you in your final year on the court?
LR: I want to further the progress that this program has made in the
last four years. The current seniors have been instrumental in the
strides we’ve made this year. I only hope to continue to better the team
and the program as they have. I’m incredibly grateful for the opportunities I have had these last three years, and I can’t wait to see what the
team can accomplish the rest of this season and next year.

Sports By the
Numbers
1,000

Meters Anton Hutchinson swam in a
time of 10:20.10 to take first place in
the Freestyle

24

Points freshman Kenya Earl put up
against Finlandia

6

Fencers who had top 10 finishes for
Lawrence at their home tournament

4

Wins, a perfect sweep, at the home
tournament

/Lawrentian

MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
8-2
13-4
Monmouth
8-2
11-6
Ripon
7-3
10-5
Lake Forest
7-3
11-6
Lawrence
6-4
10-6
Grinnell
5-5
10-6
Cornell
5-5
10-7
Illinois
2-8
7-10
Knox
1-9
3-14
Beloit
1-9
2-15
MEN’S HOCKEY
North Division
TEAM
NCHA
St. Norbert
10-2
St. Scholastica 7-4-1
Marian
6-6
Lawrence
6-6
Northland
5-6-1
Finlandia
0-11-1
South Division
Adrian
11-1
Lake Forest
8-4
Concordia
7-5
MSOE
5-7
Aurora
4-7-1
Trine
0-10-2

OVR
15-3-1
13-5-1
11-6-1
8-10-1
8-9-2
1-17-1
15-4
11-8
11-6-2
9-9-1
5-10-4
4-13-2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
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Hidden Figures of Lawrence: Curt Lauderdale
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

__________________________________

This column is devoted to highlighting staff members that play a huge role in
the everyday experiences of the Lawrence
community. The goal is to focus on the
“Hidden Figures” of Lawrence University and
their interests both within, and outside of
Lawrence.
This week’s hidden figure can usually
be found anywhere on campus. I personally
met him as a freshman on my first day of
school when he helped me find my 9 a.m.
class. Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale is
always available to assist students on campus. When he is not in his office in Raymond
House, Lauderdale works closely with Vice
President for Student Life Chris Card and
Associate Dean of Transitions, Support and
Persistence Paris Wicker. Lauderdale doubles as an on-call system and handles nonacademic accommodations such as select
housing and meal plans.
Lauderdale graduated from Lawrence
in 2001 with a government major and history minor. Originally, he was in pursuit of
a Bachelor of Music in voice. He wanted to
be a soloist, but it was not his calling, so
he decided to change to a Bachelor of Arts.
Now he limits himself to singing in a choir
or in his car. He moved to the East Coast for
graduate school and got a Master of Arts
degree in student organization with a focus
on student affairs at George Washington
University.
Lauderdale worked in the Georgetown
University Residence Life office as an area

coordinator. He managed multiple complexes in addition to 900 beds and programming. He came back to Lawrence in the
summer of 2008. Lauderdale spent a total
of three years as a residence hall director:
two years in Hiett and one year in Plantz.
He has been in his current position as the
Dean of Students for three years.
When asked what he likes about his
job, Lauderdale responded, “There is no
set schedule, which creates different tasks
every day.”
Lauderdale describes his job as high
contact and always changing. He is there
for housing selection, helping students find
classes and communicating with faculty,
staff and alumni. “It is fresh and engaging
to see different areas of campus, meeting students and their parents every day,”
remarked Lauderdale.
Outside of Lawrence, Lauderdale
enjoys spending time with his year-anda- half old dog, Tilly. She is a Border Collie
mix. Lauderdale enjoys walking her around
campus or the park.
Lauderdale would also like to travel
more. He went to Chicago for a meeting with
colleagues from the Great Lakes Colleges
Program and the Washington area to visit
friends. Much of his time is spent doing
Lawrence things. Lauderdale is passionate
about education because it is important for
students to learn and grow into curious,
well-rounded adults who give back to the
community.
Lauderdale also volunteers with A
Better Chance. It is a chapter in Appleton
that will have its fiftieth anniversary in
2018 as a national program for helping
students finish high school to have a better chance at a fulfilling academic experience. The program encourages students to
move away from home and attend graduate

school or find an occupation.
According to Lauderdale, the
‘Lawrence Difference’ is allowing students
to work with faculty and staff to learn about
their interests. Lauderdale believes it is
his responsibility as a faculty member to
shape an individual’s experience into one
that is fulfilling. He is interested in helping
students propel those interests forward.
Students here have access to resources that
other schools do not have and should take
advantage of them.
“Students here are incredibly engaging,” Lauderdale added.
He believes Lawrentians have a genuine curiosity instead of checking boxes of
requirements to move on to the next thing.
Lawrence offers many service and employment opportunities. Lauderdale enjoys

working with interesting individuals who
are engaged in what they do.
Lauderdale admires people who are
genuinely interested and invested in the
area they occupy and try to leave their
surroundings better than how they found
them. He admires people who are curious.
Lauderdale believes that people who leave
things good or better than they were and
are always on the move rather than stagnating inspire us all to find purpose in what we
do if we are willing.
Nothing compares to Lauderdale’s
spirit and enthusiasm for Lawrence. He
is someone to admire because he makes
Lawrence a better place and is always on
the move to hear students’ voices across
campus. His humor and dedication makes
him a hidden figure of note.

thus contaminating ground water that is
used for drinking for many miles around
the source of contamination.
Climate change, which, as Dr. Kuhns
emphasized, is very real, could also be
a threat to the ecosystems that call the
Niagara Escarpment home. One of the biggest impacts of climate change could be
population increases in the surrounding
area.
“Southern Wisconsin is going to be
hot,” he said, adding that it may even be too
warm to produce corn, one of the state’s
largest crops with over four million acres
in production in 2016. He said that this
could make northeast Wisconsin a quality
of life destination for people escaping the
building heat and rising sea levels of the
southern and coastal areas as a result of
climate change.
“We have to prepare for this,” he said,
re-emphasizing a line from the film, “Just
as all things in nature are connected, so too
are all things human.”
Dr. Kuhns emphasized that we need to
do something to fix climate change because
we know about the Earth and our impact
in ways that previous generations did not.
“The crime now is that we know what’s
happening,” he said.
Kuhns emphasized that even small
changes in behavior matter, like buying
locally produced food and cutting down
on consuming goods from other parts of
the world. “We have to go from our superconsumer society to ‘What can we do in the
Fox Valley?’” he said, adding, “What you do
here has a global impact every day.”
Among other positions, Kuhns works
with the Citizen’s Climate Lobby towards
comprehensive climate change legislation.
He said the documentary was intended to
fill the gap between most other documentaries, which usually simplify the underlying
science, and the information needed by legislative staff to actually make policy. “If you
put people in office who recognize science
it can be a guide to good policy,” he said.
The main goal of this documentary and

Dr. Kuhns’s work with the Citizen’s Climate
Lobby is to put a price on carbon with a
Carbon Fee and Dividend bill. Such a bill
would charge a per-ton tax on corporations
that produce carbon dioxide as part of their
business practices. “The point is to make
it uneconomical [to continue using fossil
fuels],” he said.
The revenues from that tax would

then be given back to the American people,
minus the administrative cost of the program as a dividend check. “It pays for itself,”
Kuhns said.
Overall, the screening of Escarpment
was an informative event full of information
about how climate change affects our surroundings and leaves a permanent impact
on the world.

Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale with his dog Tilly in the snow.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

Escarpment Screening
educates on climate change

David Baldwin
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

The film started with history. The history of rocks. The history of life. The history of humanity. The history of the world.
Escarpment is a documentary from firsttime director and longtime scientist Dr.
Roger Kuhns. The film discusses the history
of the Niagara escarpment, a key geological
feature that stretches from Wisconsin to
upstate New York.
The escarpment forms a ridge visible
at over 150 feet in height in Door County,
along the northern coast of Lakes Michigan
and Huron and then continuing along the
southern coast of Lake Ontario before ending east of Niagara Falls, New York. The
ridge was formed by ancient equatorial
seas that covered the entire region, laying
down sedimentary rock that did not erode
as quickly as the surrounding stone during
a glacial period, thus forming the ridge by
leaving only the stronger stone intact.
Following the screening of Escarpment
in the Warch Campus Center Cinema on
Jan. 18, Kuhns held a question and answer
session with the public and Lawrence’s
Environmental Studies and Geology departments, who co-sponsored the event. The
later part of the film focuses particularly on
sustainability and the hard science behind
not only the natural geologic processes that
shaped the planet we see today, but also key
issues and threats to the ecosystems that
call the escarpment home. Two of the top
threats covered by the film are groundwater pollution and climate change.
Part of the geology of the escarpment
is a soluble rock called dolomite which
forms cracks and crevices in the rock. These
cracks are essential for surface water such
as rain and snowmelt to return to the
ground water and also to the wetland habitats at the base of the escarpment. Many
areas that possess such fissures in the bedrock are used for agriculture and industry,
which can lead to waste products leeching
into the groundwater by way of the cracks,
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The Lawrence Passion Project: Aedan Gardill
Katie Mueller

Staff Writer
______________________________

This column intends to find out what
it means to be empathetic, to strive for
understanding and to document fulfillment
in action by having conversations with students working on Senior Experience Projects
at Lawrence on how they are using their
studies and passions as tools to create.
Senior Physics and Studio Art Major
Aedan Gardill just got back from his last
trip to Björklunden as part of the physics
department's annual retreat. Along with
the other seniors, he led the department
in a game of physics-themed Jeopardy that
he helped to design and spent the weekend
relaxing with the professors and classmates
he has spent the last four years learning
with.
Now that he is back on campus, he
has quickly returned to juggling between
perfecting his physics experiments as well
as finding time to create meaningful art.
Between it all, Gardill finds connections, joy
and comradery in his studies both in physics and art.
Gardill has found a long-term passion
in both physics and art and understands
how they can benefit each other. Gardill
stated, “I think my art side helps with creative problem solving in physics. It lets me
see systems in three dimensions and visualize them in my head more. And I think physics adds to my art in a more organizational
and structural way of making art.”
The art Gardill is most passionate
about making right now is for his Senior
Art Exhibit, which will be on display in the
Wriston Art Gallery opening on May 25.
This exhibit will feature four of Gardill’s
portraits, all of African American Women
Scientists of the twentieth century. Gardill
was first inspired to pursue this series last
year.

Gardill stated, “I did a painting of Mae
Jemison who was an amazing astronaut but
who was also a dancer and really supported
the combination of art and science. I really
loved that she wanted the same things I do
in seeing how art and science are related. I
felt like I found my niche and I knew what
kind of art I could make that could make an
impact.”
Gardill was quick to define that this
series is not a means of his own identify-

ect. The main focus of Gardill’s project
is the Seebeck effect, which describes a
phenomenon where a temperature difference between a semiconductor creates
an electrical current. In layman's terms, a
semiconductor is some sort of material that
can sometimes conduct electricity, but it is
dependent on the conditions it’s put under.
Why is the temperature difference
between a semiconductor important?
Gardill suggested its a mechanism that can

Senior Physics and Studio Art Major Aedan Gardill.
Photo By David Baldwin.

ing with these women. To this idea Gardill
stated, “I can’t identify with these women,
that’s the line I walk. I am not an African
American woman in science, so I don’t
know how it feels to be a minority in science. But we have the ability to celebrate
and to share their stories. Most people
could maybe name a handful of women
scientists, maybe just Marie Curie. But you
can of course name multiple men scientists.
I want to let the work of these women speak
for themselves.”
When Gardill is not working on this
series, he is back to working in the physics department on his senior physics proj-

gauge energy conservation. Gardill stated,
“Energy waste is a huge problem. In creating energy, a lot of waste comes through
heat and that heat could be used in the
Seebeck effect as a thermoelectric process
where it converts the heat back into electrical power again. So studying the Seebeck
effect can help understand how to reclaim
some of that wasted heat. It’s also used in
space travel. It’s one of the best ways to
power a small system on a spacecraft or
satellite. If half the satellite faces the sun so
it’s hot and the other half not so it’s cold,
then there’s a temperature difference and
you can create a little bit of power.”

Gardill is in the process of testing his
own design of the Seebeck effect in hopes
of collecting the proper data. His design
involves setting up two copper blocks, one
with cold water running through and the
other with a heater attached to it. The heater reaches 500 degrees Fahrenheit, which,
at one point in Gardill’s experimentation,
was so hot that it burned hole into a table.
“I’m just trying to get this to work,”
Gardill stated, “I’ve already burned a hole
into a table.” Indeed, somewhere in the
physics department this hole remains, a
testament to Gardill’s work. Between the
copper, he attaches silicon, which is the
infamous semiconductor, to act as a sort of
bridge. On the silicon, Gardill places probes
that measures the temperature difference
and voltage.
While this could sound convoluted and
dense to someone unsure of their physical science terminology, Gardill suggested
it is very important to talk about physics
casually. Gardill stated, “We need to work
to increase science literacy, especially in
physics. You can talk about biology and
even chemistry pretty easily to people who
aren’t engaged in those areas of study, but I
think physics is a real wall to most people
that they don’t want to go over. It can feel
like a boundary. But I think that including
physics in more conversations can make
it easier to understand and it’s definitely
possible.”
Gardill has discovered that there is
more than enough room for both of his
passions at Lawrence and in his own life,
as he begins looking for opportunities postgraduation that will involve both his love of
physics and art. One idea he seemed most
interested in pursuing is research in art
preservation through use of material and
physical science. Even though he goes to a
different classroom to sketch than he does
to design experiments, Gardill has found
that both passions have come together to
paint a bigger story that he does not plan
on erasing any time soon.

The Mudd and Me: the Milwaukee-Downer Room

Tashi Haig
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

The Milwaukee-Downer Room is just
as full of magic as one would expect from
a space popularly referred to as the ‘Harry
Potter room.’ Sheltered from the bright
entrance floor of the library by heavy, wooden doors, the Milwaukee-Downer room
surrounds students with shelves of mysterious, old books hidden behind protective grates. Unlike the restricted section of
Hogwarts’ library, muggle students can easily obtain the books (and they won’t scream
in a person’s face when opened). University
Archivist and Assistant Professor Erin Dix
as well as Director of Technical Services
and Assistant Professor Jill Thomas shared
expertise regarding the historic room.
“The room itself was known as the
‘Heritage Room’ when the Seeley G. Mudd
Library opened in 1975,” Dix explained.
The one-time Heritage Room was built to
resemble the Oak Room, an original favorite on the Milwaukee-Downer campus. In
tribute to the original women’s college,
Dix said “The name was changed to the
Milwaukee-Downer Room in 2001 to recognize Milwaukee-Downer’s 150th anniversary.”
Thomas was able to give a sense of the
wealth of reading and research materials
available for use in the Milwaukee-Downer
room. Estimating that there are 35,000
titles in the room, Thomas was able to highlight some of the “hallmarks of what the
collection has as far as the standout pieces.”
Thomas explained that the MilwaukeeDowner Room contains an edition of the
index of forbidden books from 1618, written by the Catholic Church up to the middle
of the twentieth century and a first edition
of ‘The Red Badge of Courage.’
Along with these, Thomas proudly

highlighted that the collection has a commentary on the New Testament from
Erasmus. “It’s a pretty famous third edition that we have in a very beautiful vellum binding with latches on it,” Thomas
said, adding that along with this biblical
piece, the collection hosts a leaf from the
Gutenberg Bible.
Several classes make use of the
Milwaukee-Downer Room’s resources. A
collection of around 75 artist books has
provided the opportunity for students to
take a course specifically on the subject of
artist books.
Thomas feels that “artist books are
really interesting, because usually they
don’t come out more than 10 at a time. The
[books] are very personal so that you really
get a great sense of the artists themselves
as you’re looking through their pieces.”
Another class, the ‘History of the
Book,’ is able to directly use the Milwaukee
Downer collection for firsthand resources.
An art history class on manuscripts makes
use of facsimiles of Vatican manuscripts.
Thomas talked about a few special learning opportunities that took place in the
Milwaukee-Downer Room in the past as
well.
“Every now and then we can have special kinds of talks that have to do with the
collection or something that is relevant to
the collection,” Thomas explained. “We had
a donor loan us, for a while, a manuscript
copy of one of Mozart’s handwritten pieces
and all the composition students from the
conservatory came over and looked at it.”
Last year, a theater class made use
of facsimiles of newspapers and posters
from the Irish revolution, dating between
1917 and 1921 to 1922. “It’s always great
to be able to share that information and
have the students take a look at it,” Thomas
remarked, thinking back on these extra
exhibitions.

The Milwaukee-Downer Room is located on the first floor of the Seeley G. Mudd Library.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

While there are already a number
of ways in which the Milwaukee-Downer
Room is utilized, Thomas strongly encourages students and faculty alike to make
further use of the resources offered there.
Thomas listed some potential ways
in which different departments could use
the titles offered: “We have a lot of classical material that the classics could use.
We have a Euclid math book that the math
department could use…there are quite a
few literary things you could read, there’s
a lot of music, there’s some drama [and]
librettos that we have that would be interesting to perform…it’s a very eclectic and
general collection.”
Anyone can access the MilwaukeeDowner Room’s resources. Thomas
explained, “When you request something,
you go to the reference librarian’s desk, you
request a piece with the call number, they

make sure that you sign the registration
so that we know who you are and we take
your ID and go get the book…when you’re
finished, bring the book back to the reference librarian.”
While the books in the MilwaukeeDowner Room cannot be checked out of
the library like other books, readers may
request that a book be stored in a specific closet for easy re-access. Thomas also
encourages people interested in the collection to get in contact with her.
“I like to be able to at least talk to
them about what is it that you’re looking at,” Thomas said, adding, “I could help
them either narrow what they’re looking
at, or give them more examples.” Whether
searching for materials for an upcoming
research project or to take a step into
the past, be sure to check out what the
Milwaukee-Downer Room has to offer.
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Wade Fernandez brings
Menominee music to
Lawrence

Shed, Ridley, Jason Koth

Carl Johnson
Staff Writer

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

In lieu of a live review, here is
another series of album reviews
from Lawrence-affiliated bands.
This week features six alumni
(two solo acts and one band, with
four of its five members being
Lawrentians). Like the pairing
two weeks ago, this trio of reviews
covers a lot of musical ground.
Shed’s Demos
The long-awaited debut
recording from the heavy metal
band of cello, trombone, saxophone, bass and drums is finally
here in all its low, dense glory.
Calvin Armstrong ’14 leads the
quintet with his distinct compositions and cello playing, writing
nearly everything, save for their
cover of Warhorse’s “Black Acid
Prophecy” (to which he lends his
vocals). Aside from the cover, the
release is instrumental, focusing
on the intensity the five voices
forge with each other and the
elephantine compositions. The
darkly jaunting cello intro in
“Pyroclasm” sets the mood quickly, the other four voices wasting
no time in joining. The trombone
and saxophone make a robust
mass that trudges with agility
while the cello and bass drive the
momentum, and drums—active as
ever—tactfully provide not only a
framework but deeply immersive
rhythms.
The chaos and volume does
take a rest, however, with the
cover—but only for the first minute. After the surprisingly calm
and clean intro, the song immediately builds back up the instrumentation and power into a full
sound with all the musicians playing the same part. Later in the
song, Armstrong’s vocals are also
present and, as always, a treat to
hear as they cut over everything
despite being in a lower range and
dripping with natural distortion.
The song drones on, the longest of
the five, and its burned-out slowness nicely juxtaposes the following “Absolution of the Carcass,”
the shortest song and one of the
more peppy.
There is nothing quite like
Shed—their
instrumentation
piquing interest and their behemothic nature hopefully getting
listeners to stay. Be sure to download the demos before it is too
late; I hear that soon they may
not be up anymore… shedchicago.
bandcamp.com/releases
Ridley’s “Solitaire”
The description in Bandcamp
is simple—“created over a long 4
years at Lawrence University”—
but it is more than enough to
introduce the album and even sum
it up, in ways. “Solitaire” is a tenminute album with some songs
being nearly under a minute and
the longest being 2:39; despite
their short lengths, however, each
song is impeccably complete with-

in itself, and the album would
most likely feel less cohesive if
it were any longer. Each piece is
crafted in such a way that you
will most likely understand how
the album took “4 long years” to
make. But even with the meticulous attention and long marination period “Solitaire” was given,
it retains a raw, emotional maturity and childlike playfulness.
When I got the album, I saw
the length of each song and how
many there were, but each listen
makes me refuse to believe that
it is only ten minutes. For Ridley
(full name Ridley Tankersley ’17)
to be able to capture such complex feelings of joy, melancholy,
aloneness and more is impressive.
And the fact he was able to do
so concisely, without jam-packing
each song and overwhelming the
listener, proves his songwriting
talent that he developed during
his time at Lawrence.
Immerse
yourself
in
moments of his four years with
“Solitaire” and purchase it and
Ridley’s other releases here: poormoi.bandcamp.com
Jason Koth’s “Deafen”
It is always a pleasure to
review Koth’s (’17) projects. With
each one, he effortlessly blends
the acoustic and electronic, but is
still able to create variation within
the album and within his extensive and still-growing catalogue
as a whole. “Deafen,” his first solo
release under his full name, is not
his debut, as he’s released a few
solo recordings under the name
The Midlands. But this, while
rooted in ambient music like The
Midlands, is even more ambient
and a departure from his poppier,
song-oriented pieces. In fact, it is
probably his most minimal; Koth
uses the forty minutes to make
songs that are often extremely
quiet, built on few pitches and
sustained. While the album is a
thought-provoking work, the last
track alone immerses the listener in its world for nearly twenty
minutes, allowing them to bask
in the light of its sound. When
one listens attentively, the piece
can allow for deep rumination
on itself and on one’s surroundings. When one listens passively,
it passes ambient pioneer Brian
Eno’s “test”—it is “as ignorable as
it is interesting.”
Other parts of the album are
a bit less subdued; fluttering saxophone peeking out over a layered
wash in the second half of “Meet
As Friends” comes to mind. But
there is always a brewing energy throughout, no matter if it is
subdued or not. It carries from
moment to moment, enveloping
the album in a beautiful stillness
that is distinctly Koth.
For a large variety of ambient
and related music, visit the This Is
Not Social Media label here: thisisnotsocialmedia.bandcamp.com.
There, you can purchase “Deafen,”
along with several other albums.

_____________________________________

When I went to Esch Hurvis
to see Wade Fernandez, I had little
idea of what to expect. The posters around campus had labeled
it “Contemporary Menominee
Music,” and I—and, I suspect,
most of the audience (comprised
of students and Appleton citizens
alike)—only vaguely knew what
that meant. The performance
started with Wade playing several solo flute improvisations. The
sound of the native flute was captivating, and it was clear that Wade
was very skilled at his craft. There
were many intricacies to his playing, like trills and pitch bends.
After playing the flute with his
fourteen-year-old son Quintin and
a guest cellist from the Fox Valley
Symphony, Nancy Kaphaem,
Fernandez made the transition to
electric guitar. His guitar playing
on “Song of the Wolf,” into which
the band transitioned after the
flute improvisations, was melodic
with a very solid blues foundation.
After “Song of the Wolf,”
Fernandez joked around a bit and
talked to the crowd, telling a moving story about his grandmother
who succumbed to diabetes at age
55. He told us how his grandmother was blind, and that she
would touch his face to be able
to tell which grandchild he was.
The next song, “Nokomah,” was
about the feelings this evoked in
him. The song was almost entirely
spoken word, with a drum coming
in to accompany Fernandez about
halfway through. He finished the
song by singing the chorus from

“Song of the Wolf.”
It was at this point in the
performance that Fernandez
switched to acoustic guitar, and
I became more and more aware
of sound issues throughout the
rest of the set. “Guns” was an
acoustic blues song that was
ultimately a meditation on gun
violence. The guitar was barely
audible throughout the song, with
loud blasts of cello throughout.
Fernandez’s voice, much more
audible in the previous songs, was
harder to hear in this one. After
the song, in an attempt to turn
up his guitar volume, it appeared
that Fernandez instead raised the
volume of the cello.
My favorite part of the performance, other than “Song of
the Wolf,” was the next song on
Fernandez’s setlist: “Blues for the
River.” He told a story about the
dangers of a mine being built near
the Menominee River that would
poison the river—a major part of
Menominee culture. He warned
us about the dangers of poisoning
water and how we should care
for the planet during our time on
it. The song reminded me a lot of
Jimi Hendrix and Muddy Waters’
“Catfish Blues.” Quintin’s drumming was spot on, driving the
song home, and the cello provided
a nice bass voice. Fernandez’s guitar wailed and shrieked with the
mighty blues. The one problem
in this song was that the cello
didn’t exactly fit with the heavy
blues rock playing, yet because it
was turned up so high, it was very
harsh and stuck out more than the
cello work earlier in the show.
After “Blues for the River,”

Fernandez dialed it back a little
bit with “Sawenemiyah.” He told
us how the Menominee language
was dying, and that we should
take a little bit of knowledge of
it home with us. “Sawenemiyah,”
I learned, means “blessings” or
“blessed.” Learning this helped me
to emotionally engage in the song.
While he did have a solo in this
song, it was much more lyrically
based; Fernandez encouraged all
of us to use our voices and sing
the chorus with him. Near the
end of the song, the background
died down so he could hear our
singing. The crowd participation, I admit, was a little weak,
but Fernandez seemed genuinely
happy that there were some who
sang along to the beautiful tune.
Throughout the performance,
I was struck by Fernandez’s character and amiable nature. He was
so happy to be here, share his
culture and talk about protecting
the planet and our fellow human
beings. He and his son had just
toured Europe together, and it the
close connection between them
was made clear by the immense
amount of musical chemistry they
had. Fernandez conducted himself
in a very laid-back way during
the performance, telling the cellist what key the song would be
in only a moment before it began
and often pulling up lyrics on his
laptop. In some cases, these might
seem to be marks of unpreparedness, but Fernandez’s friendliness
and tremendous talent and passion for Menominee culture and
music excused these small details
and made the event truly special.

Wade Fernandez performs with Fox Valley Symphony cellist Nancy Kaphaem and Quintin Fernandez, his son.
Photo by Marieke de Koker.
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Marine Corps quintet inspires students
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

On Sunday, Jan. 21, the
Marine Corps Forces Pacific
Woodwind Quintet performed a
concert in Harper Hall at 3 p.m.
In addition to the quintet, several
members of the U.S. Pacific Marine
Corps Forces visited Lawrence
as well. The Woodwind Quintet
performed some of their concert
program on Saturday night in
Andrews Commons during dinner. The Marine Corps also set
up a table outside the Commons
on Saturday night and outside
Harper on Sunday afternoon to
give students more information
about careers in the Marine Corps.
According to the concert program, the Marine
Corps Forces Pacific Woodwind
Quintet is a split-off group from
the Marine Forces Pacific Band
(MARFORPAC), which is based in
Hawaii. The band performs repertoire for customary functions,
and in 2017, the MARFORPAC
Band won Marine Corps “Band
of the Year,” which they have won
for several years previous. The
MARFORPAC Band can also split
off to form a brass quintet, rock
band, jazz combo, and brass band.
In Harper Hall on Sunday
Jan. 21, Staff Sergeant Amanda
Kranendonk played oboe; Staff
Sergeant Brandon Buller played
flute; Sergeant Eric Potter
played clarinet; Corporal Dylan

Richardson ’15 played bassoon;
and Corporal Aaron Sanchez
played French horn. Instructor in
Music Carl Rath introduced the
ensemble and gave a shout out
to his former student, Corporal
Richardson.
The quintet was the image
of decorum and respect: all of
its members stood onstage in
immaculate formal uniform, with
shiny buttons and shoes and
standing with erect posture. They
performed a variety of arranged
pieces, a few of which were
dances. Their first piece, “The
Circus Bee” by Henry Fillmore
and arranged by Bill Holcombe,
showed the quintet’s skill right
off the bat. Every instrument’s
tone was clear and articulate, and
the ensemble made careful eye
contact throughout. Their second piece was Farkas Ferrenc’s
“Early Hungarian Dances,” which
included many short lilting figures
and pleasant melodic parts in its
five movements. Then, the quintet performed a difficult piece by
Béla Bart́́ok called “Petite Suite
Hongroise,” which included difficult rhythmic coordination that
the ensemble executed flawlessly.
Next on the program was an
arrangement of Georges Bizet’s
“Habenera” from “Carmen,” which
the ensemble played at a slow,
held tempo and which seemed
a little comic. Next, the ensemble played with syncopation and
other groovy rhythms in “By the
Sea” from “Sweeney Todd” by
Steven Sondheim and arranged

The Marine Corps Forces Pacific Woodwind Quintet performs in Harper Hall on the afternoon of Jan. 21.
Photo by Nidi Garcia

by Michael Gebhart. Then they
performed a piece called “Earth
Song” by Frank Ticheli, a composer whose works have been
performed by Lawrence’s Wind
Ensemble in the past. This piece
was my favorite on the program,
with its yearning and sentimental
melody and very in-tune unison
passages. After, the group showed
its deftness in playing in a classical
style with an arrangement by the
Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet
of Joseph Hadyn’s “Divertimento

No. 1 in B-flat.”
The quintet closed their concert with two pieces composed
by popular band composer John
Philip Sousa, “The Liberty Bell”
and “Hands Across the Sea,”
arranged by Bill Holcombe &
Paul Battles and David Bussick,
respectively. These pieces seemed
to be a crowd favorite, and they
included many sections of punctuated dynamic call-and-response.
After the last piece, the audience
applauded so much that the quin-

tet returned to the stage to perform an encore piece.
The Marine Corps Forces
Pacific Wind Quintet displayed
their superior playing and showcased a Lawrence alumnus in
their concert. They provided a
great musical example for aspiring students in the audience and
represented a respectable career
path that some Lawrence graduates may want to consider for
their futures.

Human sings and plays piano

Book Review
“The Shining”
Nicole Witmer
For The Lawrentian

__________________________________

The Shining is one of the
scariest books I have ever read;
well, it’s tied for first with The
Exorcist. I consumed the novel
within two days and have recently
reread it, and it still scares the
crap out of me. While many are
familiar with the Stanley Kubrick
film adaption, I am here to say
that the book is 100% better.
The story follows Jack
Torrance, a father figure with good
intentions and alcoholic tendencies, as he procures a new job at
the Overlook Hotel. Jack packs up
the family—his wife Wendy and
young son Danny—so they can all
stay together in the hotel while
Jack acts as the winter caretaker.
Danny has a special gift, known as
the Shining, with which he senses something unusual about the
Overlook. Jack seems to have a
touch of the Shining as well, but
King remains ambiguous about
how in touch with the Shining
Jack is. The rest of the book details
Jack’s process of dealing with his
past demons while remaining
unaware of the new ones rising up
within him while Wendy wonders
how to protect her son and Danny
wants nothing more than his old
father back.
While the novel does include
typical horror tropes such as children being more intuitive than
adults, ghostly images and voices
edging the characters more into

madness, King is also keenly aware
that he is telling a rather untraditional story of a disintegrating
family. From the first chapter, King
makes readers aware that Jack is
not the best father and his relationship with Wendy is strained
and nearly broken. As the book
progresses, Jack repeatedly makes
bad decisions, but because of his
rationale and love for his son, I
found myself sympathizing with
him more than hating him. To be
honest, my least favorite character in the novel is Wendy. King
portrays Wendy as a weak woman
who only tries to leave Jack once
the Overlook has completely possessed him. However, though I
despised Wendy while reading,
she is crucial to the plot, as she,
like the readers, can’t exactly see
if Jack is going completely mad or
just having one of his “episodes.”
King’s descriptions of the
Overlook Hotel are magnificent. You can hear Danny echoing through the hallways or Jack
clicking away on his typewriter
while Wendy watches TV. My
favorite part of the book is a scene
with some not-so-friendly hedge
animals in the topiary that both
Jack and Danny encounter. King’s
steady pacing as well as Jack’s
reaction to Danny encountering
the animals makes it the most
suspenseful chapter in the book.
Ultimately, this Stephen King
novel sets the standard for how
horror books should be written.

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

On Saturday, Jan. 20, singer-songwriter Ryan Human traveled from Lincoln, Neb. to perform as a part of Saturday Night
Late, a series from Campus Life.
The concert was in support of
his EP, “Piano Room,” a collection
of four pop songs consisting of
bare-bones of keyboard and voice.
Human played three songs from
the EP as well as an unrecorded
tune. While the set was short, he
was sincere and really put himself
out there, exuding comfort and
warmth on stage.
Despite some live sound difficulties resulting in a twenty-minute delay, the audience, a modest
but successful turnout—especially for a Saturday night in Warch—
stuck around, eager to hear the

singer-songwriter. The lights were
then dimmed, folks sunk deeper
into the comfy armchairs, and his
voice projected over full piano
chords.
The opening song, “With
You,” was a tender tune for his two
five-year-old daughters. It was
refreshing to hear a song about
this subject, made even better by
his candid introduction explaining that the song “wasn’t about
a girlfriend or whatever.” “With
You” and the three other songs he
performed were all heartfelt in a
simplistic way. Complex arrangements, more instrumentation,
harmonies or other additions to
the songs could have detracted
and diluted from the intimate
core of the music. But the stripped
down, repetitive piano parts acting as a foundation for Human’s
clear, emotive voice served the
essence of the music and its message well.

Photo by Taylor Blackson.

While this is not necessarily
music I would usually listen to, I
was happy to go to this concert
and grateful that Human visited
Lawrence. While the music scene
here has me immersed in free
improvisation, jazz, world and a
whole slew of other styles, it is
not often that I hear simpler, not
as “niche” music. To have a job
that gets me learning the inherent
value of all music—even that I do
not typically take for more than
face-value—is a privilege I try
not to take lightly. Every now and
then, I urge you to go forth and see
a concert you normally would not,
whether that means one you have
no knowledge about or one you
may be unfairly overlooking.
You can hear Ryan Human’s
“Piano Room” on most streaming
services.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Accessibility for all campus buildings
Lawrence has completed a number of renovations around campus within the past couple of years.
From reconstructing bathrooms to lounges, it is clear that our university is striving to make student
lives better. However, it’s questionable if Lawrence is taking all the necessary steps to ensure that every
student has an equal opportunity to be successful. Despite many recent efforts to make Lawrence more
accessible, students with physical disabilities may be left wanting more significant improvements
around campus. Accessibility has been, and continues to be, an issue on our campus.
Many housing options on campus are not accessible to students with physical disabilities. For example, Ormsby Hall’s only disability entrance leads to the basement of the building. Because the basement
only houses women, male identifying people who are unable to use staircases would not have the option
to live in Ormsby. This is the case for women in Trever and Plantz as well, as the accessible first floors
houses only men. Brokaw and the North Wing of Colman have similar accessibility issues. All of these
dorms lack elevators or stairlifts that can get students where they need to go. This not only prohibits
disabled students from having their choice of housing, but alienates them from their classmates, as they
most often cannot access their friends’ dorms.
Students with temporary impairments, such as an injury that prohibits the bending of the leg, are
sometimes forced to move to a more accessible dorm. Students should not be forced to move out of
their choice living spaces simply because they are no longer able to climb stairs. The Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) states that schools that provide housing to their students must provide comparable accessible housing to students with disabilities at the same cost as the others. There should also be
an equivalent quantity and variety of housing available to students with disabilities. Although Lawrence
complies with this definition, current facilities have yet to meet the needs of students with physical disabilities, especially with the inconvenience caused by the lack of elevators.
Often times, resources to aid disabled people are not well maintained. Many of the push-to-open
door buttons around campus are currently out of order. When the elevator was assessed in Colman Hall
last year, it was determined that it needed to be improved. Instead of making the necessary repairs to
the elevator, access to the elevator was limited, and students with disabilities were required to request
keys so that they could operate the elevator for themselves. This was unfair as students with disabilities
had to jump through additional hoops to receive the accommodations they required.
There are some options and recent improvements around campus for students with disabilities.
Dean of Students, Curt Lauderdale, is a valuable resource for students with disabilities. Lauderdale is
more than willing to talk with students about their accommodations and to help them find a housing
situation suited to their needs. Additionally, the front of Sage Hall was renovated over winter break to
include a paved entrance, making it more accessible to students. Sage’s elevator was also renovated
during this project.
While Lawrence is taking steps in the right direction, there is still a lot that we could do to make the
lives of disabled students better. Elevators could be maintained more frequently to prevent damage, as
was done in Sage Hall. There could be more warnings on the class schedule to inform students of which
rooms may be inaccessible. There could be more ramps installed around campus, following the recent
renovations to Sage. These changes, which may only affect a handful of people within our community,
are invaluable to those who need them. Lawrence must do more to be more inclusive to all members of
our community.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Mara Kissinger

Staff Writer
____________________________________

I want to take this moment
to talk about Criminal Minds. Yes,
that TV show that never seems
to go away. If you missed it, let
me give you a rundown. Someone
goes missing in [insert random
town], is found dead by/through
[insert horrific method] and the
team hunts down [insert mentally
sick individual]. There are variations, but you get the idea. In the
show, the “perps,” as they call the
criminals they catch, sometimes
have tragic backstories of abuse
and trauma. This is no doubt to
garner some sympathy and add
a level of complexity to an otherwise flat villain. The show makes
you feel for the “mentally ill” person who is just “crying out for
help.” But I would argue that these
fictional depictions of mentally ill
people hurt actual mentally ill
people and increase the stigma
around them.
For this argument, I am going
to use a single episode in the show

Where did you go?

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Around four babies in every
100,000 births born in the U.S. are
born with Usher Syndrome. Usher
Syndrome is an inherited disease
that commonly affects both hearing and vision. Many people who
are diagnosed as medically blind
and or deaf have this disease. It
is most common for people to go
blind or become severely visually impaired, as almost 75,000 do
each year. Also, in case you were
not aware, people who are deaf
are typically also seen as mute.
Many deaf people actually have
healthy functioning vocal chords,
but they still usually mainly
communicate in sign language
because their tonal inflection and
verbal emphasis is off due to their
inability to understand the sounds
of the alphabet. So. Why all the
random facts about people who
have lost their sight, hearing, or
ability to speak?
Did you have anyone in your
classes growing up who was deaf,
blind, or mute? Have you ever
seen anyone who fits this description in your community? How
about here at Lawrence?
Granted there are special
accommodations needed for people who fit into these categories,
like an aid who can translate what
the professor is saying into sign
language, as well as better labeling at walkways and maybe even
books offered in braille. But people who are missing one of their
five senses are still fully able to
and have a right to pursue higher
education. There are students all
over the country as well as the
globe who are attending college
with various medical handicaps
and still doing fine, if not exceeding to prove their worth despite
the doubts of others. So where
are these students represented at
Lawrence? Although in the past
people who suffer with severe

Criminally insane

and a pretty disturbing one at
that. In it, a woman abducts other
women to drug them and make
them her living dolls. The team
responds because the dressed up
bodies are found posed in various places. Posed in a way that, as
they “analyze,” shows remorse. As
the team hunts this woman down,
they posit that she was abused as
a child, which caused her to want
to live out her childhood. This
is where that story falls apart.
Victims of abuse may be more
prone to repeated abuse cycles,
they may be prone to reverting
to a sort of childlike state and
they may suffer from PTSD. But
this pattern of deadly dress up is
not actually a cry for help from
an abused and tormented mind.
It is sadistic and psychopathic
behavior. Granted, the abuse may
have spurred the psychopathic
tendencies, but that would invalidate the “remorse” that the team
“analyzed.” Psychopaths and
sociopaths don’t feel empathy and
so they wouldn’t feel remorse. So

abuse drove her to want to kidnap and drug women to make
them living dolls, but how does
this woman maintain her job as a
nurse if her ability to function is
so decreased that it reduces her
reasoning and sense of reality that
much?
Someone in her state would
certainly not have the faculties
to carefully plan the abduction of
one woman — let alone multiple
women. She would have to plan
how not to get caught, when to
grab the women, who to grab,
where to keep them, where to
dump them and when. This is a
lot of planning for someone who
just wants to revert to a lost childhood. So she is neither sadistically
psychopathic, nor does she possess a severely addled mind. So
what is she?
Clearly, what we see here is
the culmination of fears about the
mentally ill. Fears that they are
lurking in society, behaving like
people who might be a little bit
“off,” but not enough to arouse

suspicions. They kill and torture
without reason or mercy, driven
by the voices in their heads. That
is another part of this show that is
often played upon—schizophrenia. Once again, they fail to grasp
what is most often the reality of
being mentally ill: that mentally
ill people are more dangerous to
themselves than to anybody else.
We all seem to love stories
about people who do horrible
things, but our macabre interest is
teaching people that these exceptions to the rule are the rule. If
you do not have experience with
someone who suffers from mental illness, you might believe that
all people who go to therapy are
crackpots who could kill someone without a second thought.
You might believe that inhumane
treatment is “necessary” and that
they all need to be shut away.
Even if your beliefs manifest
themselves less extremely, just
believing that someone could will
away a deficiency in their brain or
that being emotional shows weak-

hearing loss have been labeled
as ‘deaf and dumb’, this in no way
means they have any intellectual
damage or lesser capacity to learn
and fully function in society than
any other student. This means
there are students who fit these
descriptions who are able to get
into a school like Lawrence. So
why don’t I see them? It is not as
hard as you may think to attend
college with these extra challenges. On metafilter.com, Eric B. commented, “A good friend of mine
during graduate school was blind.
When he arrived he was given
a tour by a campus representative. We, his friends, also walked
various routes with him to help
him get acclimated—on campus,
in town, etc. He navigated by cane
and not a service dog. Within days
he was on his own. He explained
that he counted his steps, had
“mapped” various soundscapes in
his mind, could tell his position by
echoes, non-echoes and came to
know street crossings, stairwells,
etc. intuitively.” We have students
on campus right now from all over
the globe and from all sorts of
backgrounds, social classes, ethnicities and lifestyles. Lawrence
prides itself, as does its students,
on our diverse community. And
yet here is an area in which our
school is lacking.
In past centuries the medical
advancements of today weren’t
even fathomable, and due to the
rough lifestyles of many average
citizens of the time, anyone born
with physical and or mental handicaps was usually tucked away
from the eyes of society and had
little to no impact (or say) on the
historical events of that time. Is
our society still one in which people born with handicaps are kept
hidden away? Do people struggling with the challenges of being
blind, deaf, and/or mute feel like
they cannot even dream of attending a college like Lawrence?

ness teaches people to hide away
and suffer in silence. This does
not result in the deaths of all the
people around them, this results
in the hurt they inflict upon themselves, sometimes even ending in
suicide.
The depictions on Criminal
Minds are wildly inaccurate and
they do more than just entertain.
They shade views about people
who are needlessly suffering
because we are quicker to run
from them than to actually set up
comprehensive systems to help
them. The truth of the matter is
that there are people who suffer
from PTSD, depression, anxiety,
bipolar disorder, schizophrenia or
paranoia who are far from violent and are simply people who
have problems with chemicals in
their brain. They pose no danger
and are often not given the care
that they need, but often times we
would rather watch shows about
how we imagine them than actually help them.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using
the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Not (just) another Trump narrative

Jonathan Rubin

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

I’ve been thinking a lot about
the jokes people make these days
now that we are living in this
modern age of discord. It seems as
if the Late Night bits have become
like Law and Order parodies. The
news is even more disturbing and
repetitive. I think most of us with
sane heads know that it’s time to
hunker down, go to the polls and
call your Congress people. Since
these narratives around our current state of political affairs are
so numb, empty and stinging, I
am going to be writing a few articles with stories that are different. These are the rare stories in
the constant media feed that have
made me feel differently about
45, the end of American Empire
and bubbling global tensions that
leave me in fear of disaster. This
first one is a story about my Nana,
Elaine.
Over break, I took my Nana out
to lunch to a local sandwich shop
in my hometown of Marblehead,
MA. She is a small woman but
she has a loud voice that fills up
the room. I feel I should say, as to
not sound like I’m trying to depict
myself as the “dotting grandson,”
one of the most important reasons
I like to spend time with my Nana
is that she is, and has always been,
an unending source of unconditional love and support to me.
For me, spending time with her is

like spending time with the most
optimistic voice in my head—only
an elegant elderly Jewish woman.
All I mean to say is, I think we both
get a lot out of the deal.
After talking about my study
abroad experience and school
plans, we started talking about the
current events and the now all too
familiar somberness fell over us
both. My Nana often brings written questions to our lunches and
asks me about things she reads
and hears on the news. It was
very interesting to be as confused
about the future as my grandparent. On television, elders are
depicted as set, unwavering and
comfortable. To hear my grandmother express the same confusions and disillusionment as I
have was painful and scary. I told
her that I felt like there were no
more adults and she nodded. I felt
unsettled at her agreement, I had
expected a rebuttal.
Moments like these make me
think about history. I am so privileged to be able to have a person like my Nana to talk to about
these historic times we live in. She
grew up in the Jewish immigrant
community on the North Shore of
Boston, worked as a school librarian and raised a full household of
children with my late Grandfather
in the same town where I grew up.
She has seen in her lifetime awesome war, redemption, heartache
and triumph, some of the greatest
in our country’s history.

We were nearing the ends of
our sandwiches and she sighed.
“I just want to be able to see
him out of office. That’s all I want.”
My heart broke. My grandmother has had some health difficulties in recent months. I felt
guilt for my country. I felt like
my grandmother was let down by
the American experiment that had
delivered her an admirable life.
The balancing act that our country maintained for so long toward
progress under Obama has spiraled out of control and leaves
our lives and the world in turmoil.
Despite my Grandmother’s many
privileges, the fractured ground of
modern American political understanding has revealed all the ways
we are failing our mission as
Americans even to someone like
her. DACA, the wall, s***hole countries, trans lives, black lives, one
moral humiliation after another
in this country. I know I am selfish
for saying this, but I do not know if
all American people deserve better than this. Hateful and willfully
ignorant elements poison the rest
of this house. Most of us want
justice though even if we don’t all
think we know how to achieve it.
While those who monger fear and
division may deserve a republic
like this, I have a deep clarity in
my understanding of justice that
my grandmother deserves better
than what our nation has become.
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The grandeur of Bono

Simone Levy

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

I have realized in my time here
at Lawrence that my ambitions
tend to stray from the norm—for
instance, it is my dream to go to
a U2 concert and hear Bono perform “Bad.” I have been listening
to Bono’s rich aural compositions
for the entirety of my temporal
existence. His sacrosanct voice
pumps pure Red Bull into my collapsed veins, which I know is not
the typical response to Bono for
someone of my age, but hear me
out on this: it is my professional
opinion that the famed Victorian
era poet Gerard Manley Hopkins
would have been a U2 fan, just like
I am, and that we should all follow
in his footsteps to appreciate the
greatest band of all time.
Gerard Manley Hopkins is
agreed upon by critics to be one
of the greatest nineteenth century
poets. His Catholic faith factored
heavily into his poetry, which
was characterized by his nuanced
rhythmic patterns and his proclivity to reinvigorate poetic
structures. Hopkins, also a priest,
had an infinite appreciation for
the earthly beauty surrounding
him, often writing about nature
in addition to religion. Similarly,
Bono’s faith deeply factors into
his lyrics, with songs like “Gloria”
and “I Still Haven’t Found What
I’m Looking For” standing out as
the obvious examples. His regard
for the world around him can
be heard in “Beautiful Day” and
“Electrical Storm,” along with
many other U2 songs. To many
critics, Bono’s lyrics employ poetic essence combined with political anger and organized dissent

uncharacteristic of many artists
in his day. In 2005, Bob Dylan
noted that Bono had “the soul of
an ancient poet,” and that he “can
roar ‘till the earth shakes.” Bono’s
innate propensity toward the
sphere of poetry allows us, the listener, to experience a rare nuance
in music difficult to find in many
other œuvres. It is apparent that
Bono’s spiritual connectedness
and rebellious tone as explained
above are reminiscent of Gerard
Manley Hopkins’ own spirituality and unconventional administration of prosody. Both of these
artists are rebels in their own
fields—with Hopkins manipulating rhyme and imagery in ways
never done before and with Bono
actualizing his own political agenda through song, particularly in
the albums War, The Joshua Tree
and Rattle and Hum. 		
I do wholeheartedly believe that
if Gerard Manley Hopkins existed
today, he would be a staunch U2
fan, appreciating both the messages enveloped in Bono’s profound lyricism as well as the subtle, but noteworthy poetic gradation Bono imbues in each of his
works. Now that we can agree
that Gerard Manley Hopkins, one
of the greatest poets of all time,
would appreciate Bono’s artistic
sophistication, maybe it is time we
all give it up for Bono’s pioneering
endeavors in the interconnected
domains of music and poetry. I
know I spent many years hiding
my steadfast loyalty and perhaps
borderline idolatry for U2 and all
that Bono has done for me, but
I am here today to drag the past
out into the light: I am a massive
U2 fan, and you know what? So is
Gerard Manley Hopkins.

Course progress should be an open conversation

Wyatt Lee

Staff Writer
___________________________________

Oftentimes, I have been asked
about how I am doing in college
by family and friends, and for the
most part I know how to answer.
I give a general synopsis: I am
doing well, like one class a lot,
the other not so much, am indifferent towards one professor and
learning a lot from another and I
can even give them a good guess
at where I am at with my grades,
which are probably satisfactory.
As far as I can tell, my grades are
in that range between good and
pretty good, maybe a little lesser
at times, but likely that they are
maybe higher, probably. That is
about as well as I know how to
tell them, because I have no quantifiable idea of how I am actually doing. At Lawrence University,
there is simply no universal way
for students to check their own
grades.
The current grade-check system that Lawrence uses is sporadic, messy, unclear and, quite frankly, incredibly frustrating. As it
stands right now, progress reports
come from a hodgepodge of different methods. Official grades,
records and transcripts are kept
by the Registrar, but the Registrar
feels
notoriously
inaccessible. According to the Lawrence
University website, course grades
are only made available to students and academic advisors
after all end-of-term processing
has been completed, which is
approximately seven to 10 days
after the last day of finals testing.
The Registrar posts grades to each
student’s Voyager account after
the completion of any course and
grades “will not be given to stu-

dents on an individual basis until
grade processing is complete, nor
will they be given to students over
the phone.” In other words, the
only time that students can, officially, know how they did in a class
is after the grades have become
finalized. Anne Norman from the
Registrar’s office, who replied to
my email interview request, told
me, “The University does not collect ‘in course’ grades—grades
for quizzes, projects, papers and
presentations. How in course
grades are managed is up to
individual instructors. Some use
Moodle, some use other methods,
and most, I would guess, expect
their students to keep track of
their own ‘current’ grade based
on returned work and the course
syllabus.”
Separating academic records
from a universal, universitybased system and leaving it all
to professors’ own devices comes
with a slew of problems. When
each individual instructor has
his or her own system, grading
becomes messy and inconsistent.
All too often, the system is almost
entirely absent on a course-tocourse basis. In my first term at
Lawrence, overall grades were
absent for two of my three classes.
In the class where I was aware
of what my overall grade was, I
was only given an approximate
guess of what my grade would be
if I kept working at my current
pace. My “approximate grade” was
updated at uneven and unscheduled intervals, if at all.
In discussions with over a
dozen other Lawrence students,
the sentiment was much the same;
the majority of instructors do not
post or update overall course
grades anywhere. Freshman Alex
Duvall says, “I can’t find my grades

anywhere. My Spanish professors
updated course grades both last
term and this term, but that’s only
because we use an entirely different learning website, apart from
Moodle or the school website.”
Early in my first term, when I
asked my academic advisor how
I could track my progress, she
simply told me I could do it by
hand and explained to me how
to calculate my percentage grade.
Like Norman says, many instructors put it on their students to
know where they are by the professor’s grading standards. In
other words, some professors
post grades and others do not, but
to know where you are, it is best
just to be good at having a general
feel for it. Ultimately, it is unfair to
ask students to learn how to keep
up with their grades in addition
to having to learn how to navigate
course expectations, grading habits, workload and material from
one course to the next, from one
instructor to the next.
Class Performance Reports
are the only current, school-wide
system for professors to report
grades to students. According
to Norman, Class Performance
Reports go to deans and advisors
as well. Professors are asked to
do them at the mid-term reading
period. They are also meant for
students who have fallen behind
and are in danger of failing a
course, but again, this method
of opening dialogue about overall performance is unsatisfactory and inadequate. Much can
change in half a term: struggling
students can have a chance to
catch up, or passing students can
fall behind. Furthermore, performance reports seem like a school
wide procedure, but it is evident
that professors are not necessar-

ily mandated to update students
about their progress. Of the three
instructors I had last term, only
one completed a performance
report. The reports were helpful
for gauging my progress and getting some overall feedback, however, by the end of the fall term, I
was still in the dark about where I
would finish in any of my classes.
It was like running a race with no
discernible finish line.
Without a grade posting system, students are unable to pace
themselves or set reasonable goals
about end of course grades. The
last few weeks of a term leading
up to final exams are a great time
for students on the fringe—a high
B or high D for example—to know
to open dialogue with a professor
about how to conquer those final
few percentage points. In addition, Lawrence University prides
itself on open discussion, honesty
and transparency, yet how can
students have honest, open and
transparent conversations about
their grades when said grades
are so unavailable? In addition,
while any professor may grade
and provide feedback regularly
on individual assignments, such
as papers, discussion grades are a
much different beast. Discussion
grades are common in almost all
courses at Lawrence and oftentimes encompass the entirety of a
term and are important to success
in any class as a whole. How can a
student know if they are contributing enough or too little, by their
own professor’s standard, if those
grades have no universal way of
being made available until the end
of the term? Discussion grades
should, again, be an ongoing conversation between instructors
and students and a campus-wide
grading system would help ensure

this is the case.
The problem is simple; the
solution is simple as well. The
university should implement a
universal system where professors are expected to keep upto-date grades, preferably on a
weekly basis. It may ask more
of professors to keep grades
updated regularly, but providing
transparency for students in their
course progress should simply be
a part of the job and a practice in
which professors are evaluated.
In the same way that students
are expected to be timely about
turning in work, so should professors be in providing feedback. The
system should be used by every
professor and student and should
be easily accessible. Many professors already use Moodle to run
their courses and to have overall
grades entered on Moodle would
be a possible method. To have all
overall grades centralized would
be the most economic and efficient way to check grades, such
as through a student’s Voyager
account. Such a system would
grant some peace of mind for
students in that they can know
where they are and, quantifiably,
how they are doing. Secondly, it
will improve communication
between students and professors
about course expectations, making the entire process much more
transparent. Lawrence is a unique
place in that professors are always
readily accessible and able to have
open, working relationships with
students. An accessible grading
system is necessary to keep this
open dialogue and provide students a better opportunity to succeed.
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Do you think Lawrence University is accessible?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.

“It’s a little bit weird and random.
There’s an accessible bathroom on
Colman second floor, but there’s no
way to get to the second floor.”
— Anita Li

“No. Exhibit A: The Quad.”
— Susie Francy

“I’m going to have to give a hard no.”
— Chloe Braynen

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“There are a lot of ways to get
around campus, and as a freshmen
I’m not as familiar with the resources,
but I know they’re there.”
— Jack Benedict

“Since I’ve been here, there have
been ramps and they’ve also built
ramps. There are also bathrooms
which are very accessible, so yes.”
— Dante Resse

“The campus is making
improvements towards being
accessible.”
— Sam Goldbeck
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Rufino Cacho
Hometown: Chicago, Ill.
Majors: English & Government (International
Relations)
Class standing: Junior
Favorite music: Florence & the Machine
Clubs involvement: CORE, LUCC, Interfraternal
Council, Diversity Initiative for Greek Life, CODA,
RiseUp, Sinfonia, Phi Kappa Tau, PCDA, J-Board.
Favorite professors: Assistant Professor of English
Melissa Range and Professor of Government Claudena
Skran
Favorite food: Deep Dish Pizza
Best spot on campus: The shore by the river
Biggest role model: Jay Hopler

